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Abstract

Grid computing is a farm networking which focus on the power of many computers in network to 
solve problems requiring a large numbers of processing cycles and involving huge amount of data in 
grid computing PCs and servers . The goal of grid computing is to create the illusion of a simple yet 
large and powerful self managing virtual computing out of large collection of connected heterogeneous 
system sharing various combinations of resources. It is nothing but a processor architecture that 
combines computer resources from various domains to reach a main objective. In grid computing, 
the computers on the network can work on a task together, thus functioning as a supercomputer. 
This paper discusses the overview of grid computing and its related key terms; evolution of grid 
computing, its types, requirements, architecture, current developments and its real world application.

Objective and agenda

This is purely a conceptual work which is purely deals with the several concepts and methods. Primarily 
it is treated as for the following purposes—

 � To dig out about the fundamentals of Grid Computing including its basic features and facets.

 � To draw a common picture of grid computing and its transition to the cloud computing in 
simple manner.

 � To highlight the up-and-coming areas and healthy potentialities of Grid Computing as well as 
its subfields in concise context.

 � To learn about the evolution of the Grid Computing in brief with way towards more advance 
computing.

 � To dig out the common terms of Grid Computing including its common types and variations.

 � To draw the future potentialities of the Grid Computing including its requirement, current 
architecture and future potentials.
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Grid Computing: An Introduction

Grid computing is nothing but a computer network where every computer’s share computer’s resources 
like processing power, memory and data storage with each other. These resources are all community 
resources that can only be tapped by authorized war and leveraged for specific tool. A grid computing 
system were the concept of sharing load across multiple computer system to complete tools more efficiently 
and quickly. The type of computing link computer resources together in such a way so that someone are 
one computer to access and leverage the collected power of all computers. User can access the distributed 
resources of grid via software stack or a set of co-operating component called grid middleware. Some 
grid computing middleware are Globes toolket, ARC, DIET, GLIT, Oroole Grid Engine, HTCondor, 
pexec, Nimrod etc. Requirements for a Grid Computing system are include-

 � At least one computer usually a server, which handles all the administrative duties for the system.

 � A network of computers running special grid computing network software.

 � A collection of computer software called middleware.

History of Grid Computing

Grid had its beginnings in the mid 1990’s in scientific computing Grid was originally conceived and 
designed in this community to allowed to computing resources , that were geographically dispersed. Two 
projects in early 1990 are most successful and popular of distributed Computing project in History are 
distributed net and SETI @ home. The ideas of grid were first brought by Lan Foster and Steve Tuecke 
of the University of Chicago and carl keselman of the University of Southern California’s Information 
Science Institute. The trio create “Globus Toolkit” are known as “father of the grid”.

Terms Related to Grid Computing

Before Dealing the core areas let us know few aspects of Grid Computing in simple manner—

Cluster- A group of networked computers sharing the some set of resources.

Extensible Markep Language (XML)- XML stands for Extensible Markup Language. XML is a 
markup language much like HTML. XML was designed to describe data. XML tags are not predefined 
in XML. We must define our own tags. XML is a file extension for an Extensible Markup Language 
(XML) file format used to describe data. It  is the flexible way to create information format of our own 
and share in via World Wide Web, intranets, and elsewhere using standard ASCII text. XML is similar 
to HTML.

Hubs- Various devices in a computer network are connected via single point called Hubs.

IDE- It is software visit that consoledats the basic tools developers need to write and test software.

Interoperability- The ability for software to operate think completely different envirement.

Open standards- A technique of Creating publically available standard Application based on the 
some open standards are easier to integrate.
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Parallel processing- The simultaneous use of more than one CPU to execute a program. This 
concept is designed to speed up the execution of programs by diving the program into multiple fragments.

Platform- The foundation upon which developers can create applications.

Server from- A cluster of servers used to perform task.

Server Virtualiyation- A technique in which a software application divides a single physical server 
into multiple exclusive server platforms. Each virtual server runs its own operting system independently. 
Grid computing systems need lot of servers to handle various tasks and virtual servers help cut down 
on hardware costs.

Simple Object Accer Protocol (SOAP)- A set of rules for exchanging messages written in XML 
across a network.

State- It is a kind of persistent data Stateful services make it possible to create application that 
have multiple steps but rely on the some core data.

Transience- The ability to activate and deactivate a service across a network without affecting 
other operations.

Types of Grid

On basis of uses grids are divided into various types depending on its functionalities.

 � Computational Grid- these types of grids provides secure access to huge pool of shared 
processing power suitable for high throughput application.

 �  Network Grid- In this type of grid each grid node works as a data router between 
two communication points , providing data caching and other facilities to speed up the 
Communication. It main objective this grid is to provide fault tolerant and high performance 
communication services.

 � Data Grid- Data grid mainly deals with controlled sharing and management of distributed 
data.It provides an infrastructure which facilititates us with the fuctions like data discovery , 
data storage , data handling , data publication and data manipulation of large volumes of data 
actually stored in various heterogeneous databases and file systems .

 � Utility Grid-The main services provided by Utility Grid are software and special equipment. 
There are not only data and computation cycles are shared but any type of resources are shared.

 � Collaboration Grid-Advance collaboration is possible using this grid .Persons from different 
companies in a virtual enterprise can work on different components of a CAD project without 
even disclosing their proprietory technologies.

Grid Protocol Architecture- Five different layers are identified in the Grid protocol architecture 
to provide services and describe protocols.
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 Fig. 1: Showing the Layers of Grid Computing Protocols

Application Layer- It consist of application built on top of the above protocols and APIs .

Collective layer- It captures interaction among various resources ,directory services such as MDS 
allows for the monitoring and discovery of resources.

Resources  Layer-  communicat ion and securi ty  protocols  to  control  secure 
negotiation,initiation,monitoring,accouting and payment are the main residing protocols in this layer.
This layer mainly comprises of information and management protocols.The main role of management 
protocols are to negotiate access to resources and act as a “policy application point” .

Connectivity Layer- It defines GSI (Grid Security Infrastructure) protocol which monitors easy 
and secure grid transaction.

Fabric Layer- Grids usually rely on existing fabric component for instance, local resources 
managers. It provide access to different resources type such as compute, storage and network resources, 
code repository etc.

Current Development in Grid Computing-

Current Grid Networks are include

 � National Technology Grid

 � NASA Information power Grid

 � Globus Ubiquitous Testbed OrganiJation (GUSTO)

Three popular current models are followed for grid computing infrastructures are as follows-

 � Corba ( Exterding off the shelf technology )
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 � A set of facilities link through “off- the- shelf” package.

 � Legion A single unified virtual machine that ties together millions of processors and objects 
which provides object oriented features , high performance proccessing and user autonomy .

 � Globus A open-architecture integrated “bag” of basic grid services.

Real-World Developments-

 � Hartford life- Is using grid network to handle intensive financial analyses, measuring market 
conditions and market behaviour.

 � Entelos- A biotechnology firm uses a grid structure to speed the process of drug discovery.

 � Johnson & Johnson- uses grid technology to run powerful applications that model clinical 
trails of pharmacuticals.

 � Bank- uses grid middleware technology to distribute risk- analytics processing

Grid Computing and its advantages and disadvantages

Grid Computing has some of the advantages and disadvantages and among these few important are 
depicted as follows. At first the advantages are illustrated and then its demerits.

 � Jobs can be farmed out to idle servers or even idle desktops.Many of these resources set idle 
especially during off business hours. Polices can be in place that allow jobs to only go to servers 
that are lightly loaded or have the appropriate amount of memory/CPU chiracteristies for the 
particular application. No need to buy large six figure SMP server for applications that can be 
split up and farmed out to smaller commodity type servers.

 � Since there are so many resources some can be taken offline while leaving enough for work to 
continue- upgrading can be done without scheduling down time .

 � Jobs are executed in parallel speeding performance. Grid environments are extremely well 
suited to run jobs that can be split into smaller modules and run concurrently.

Disadvantages

 � Many smaller servers across various administrative domain are included in grid environment 
. Good tools for managing change and keeping configuration is sync with each other can be 
challenging in large environment .

 � Licensing across many servers may make it prohibitive for some apps.

 � Some application may need to be tweaked to take full advantage of the new model .

From Grid to Cloud: Reasons to transition 

There many reasons for which Information Technology industry and scientific communities are moving 
towards its more flexibilities and advances computing and here cloud models are gaining healthy 
potentially. The core advantages are as follows—
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 � Flexibility: Grid is less flexible than Cloud-based services. Cloud-based services are ideal for 
businesses with growing or fluctuating bandwidth demands. It is very easy to scale up cloud 
capacity, drawing on the service’s remote servers.

 � Disaster recovery:  Disaster recovery architecture is simpler in cloud computing than 
in grid computing. Organizations with different size always look for robust disaster 
recovery system. Cloud computing technology is highly advisable for the smaller 
business where there is lack of cash and expertise.

 � Automatic software updates:  Automatic software updating is a striking feature of cloud 
computing which is not present in grid computing. Cloud service provider take care 
of the software updating curriculum and also take care of the related security issues 
so that we don’t have to worry about wasting time maintain the system by ourselves.

 � Capital-expenditure Free:  Cloud computing reduces the high cost of hardware .It is more cost 
effective than grid computing.

 � Environmentally friendly: It is environment friendly because server capacity scales up and down 
to fit. So we can only use the energy we need and we don’t leave oversized carbon footprints

Recent development in Grid Computing

The worldwide revolution in Computing and Information Technology has been offered several ways in 
scalable computing. The advancement of mobile computing is also responsible for creating Gird with 
more mobility. In recent past Cloud Computing become an important transition from Grid Computing. 
However Utility Computing play a lead role for the development of Cloud in true sense. The Fig: 2 
depicted the transition in this regard [14].

 

Fig. 2: depicted the transition of Grid to the Virtual Computing world
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Conclusion

Grid computing promises to deliver to the computing world an information technology services based 
on distributed architecture that is ubi quitous, flexible and always available. It mainly used to build 
virtual super computer using a middleware to achieve a common task that can be shared among several 
resources. Grid computing has many different scientific applications. For example, it is used to model 
the changes in molecular structures, analyze brain behavior, and compute complex physics models. Grid 
computation model can also be used in weather and economic simulation. To process the data and provide 
service over the internet grid computing model is the most selected option for many companies. There 
is still to be achieved in the area of grid computing though many developments have been done so far.
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